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ABSTRACT
Today, the Internet is very diversified, further
complicating the classic NAT traversal problems.
In order to solve these problems, there are many
proposed methods classified into two categories.
One enhances the NAT traversal techniques of
applications, and the other tries to modify the
behavior of NATs. In this article we focus on the
former because NATs have been installed, and
their behavior cannot be altered through endpoint users. Accordingly, in order to test NAT
traversal techniques of five VoIP applications
(Skype, MSN, Google Talk, X-Lite, and Linphone), three network topologies have been
designed with two endpoints behind the same,
different, or multilevel NATs. Through a series
of experiments and from the experiment results,
we observe that these VoIP applications use
some traversal techniques, such as NAT mappedaddress probe, peer discovery, path check, and
relay first, proposed by STUN, TURN, and ICE
to make a direct connection when endpoints are
behind the same or different NATs with independent mapping rules. However, with multilevel NATs, no endpoints can establish a direct
connection when they use the above mentioned
techniques, even if hairpin behavior is supported
by NATs.

INTRODUCTION
1

Some users may consider an NAT as a firewall
because both restrict communication between a private network and the
public Internet. However,
the NAT modifies the
header information, such
as IP address and
TCP/UDP port, in packets
flowing across the boundary while a firewall does
not change any header
information in packets.
Furthermore, one can
configure the firewall’s
access control list (ACL)
to filter the unwanted traffic, but cannot do this to
the NAT devices.
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Peer-to-peer (P2P) applications, such as BitTorrent and Skype, have gained in popularity in
recent years. The Internet environment is, as of
now, still based on IPv4 systems, so not every
computer is awarded its own public IP address
due to the address shortage. Therefore, IPv6 and
Network Address Translation (NAT) 1 [1] over
IPv4 were proposed. IPv6 promises great usable
address space while NAT allows computers in
private networks to access resources in public
networks.
The NAT techniques gain more widespread
deployment than IPv6. However, they introduce
NAT traversal problems. An internal node (IN)
behind an NAT router cannot be contacted by
an external node (EN) unless the IN initiates the
communication first. Furthermore, it becomes
worse that two nodes cannot directly communicate with each other when both nodes are behind
different NATs. The NAT traversal problem is
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less likely to occur in traditional client-server
applications, where servers are publicly accessible, but common in P2P applications. Thus, how
to let an EN or IN communicate with an IN
(i.e., the NAT traversal mechanism) is important
and necessary in today’s Internet [2, 3].
In order to operate well behind NATs, VoIP
applications use two different ways to make a
connection. One is through direct peer-to-peer
connections, and the other is through a machine
with a public IP (i.e., a third party). Although
the latter allows VoIP applications to work
behind NATs, it may lead to other problems like
high bandwidth cost, server overloading, and
packet delay, which are especially harmful to
real-time P2P applications such as voice over IP
(VoIP) [4]. Accordingly, in this article we pay
more attention to the ability of VoIP applications establishing direct peer-to-peer connections
through NATs than the relayed peer-to-peer connections.
Several NAT traversal protocols have been
proposed, such as Session Traversal Utilities for
NAT (STUN) [5–7], Traversal Using Relays
around NAT (TURN) [8], and Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE) [9]. STUN is a
protocol an IN can use to detect its NAT type
and mapped-address (i.e., external global IP
address and port number), while TURN assists
an IN and a corresponding EN in relaying packets; ICE, on the other hand, makes use of both
STUN and TURN to check possible connection
between two nodes. If an IN wishes to establish
a connection, it must initiate the connection by
itself or notify an EN about its NAT mappedaddress information. Furthermore, before a connection is made, STUN helps VoIP applications
to get their NAT mapped-address, and mapping
and filtering rules, explained in the next section.
In order to solve the problem that an EN cannot
connect to an IN on its own initiative, TURN
uses a relay server, which is contacted by the EN
and the IN, to relay all packets between them.
ICE makes use of both STUN and TURN with a
path check algorithm, which can establish a connection, either a direct peer-to-peer connection
or through a relay, between two nodes.
Therefore, in this article we aim to discuss
whether five VoIP applications establish direct
peer-to-peer connections behind NATs in some
typical network topologies, and whether VoIP
applications have developed their own NAT
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Figure 1. Mapping and filtering rules: a) mapping; b) filtering.
traversal technologies (NTTs) or shared common
behaviors among them. Through a series of real
experiment tests and result analyses, we shall
observe whether these VoIP applications use
peer-to-peer connections when the caller and
callee are behind the same NAT. On the other
hand, while the caller and callee are behind different NATs, which VoIP applications are able to
use direct peer-to-peer while the others have to
use relays to establish connections? This could
be related to their NTTs. Through further analyses, we shall categorize five common NTTs of
VoIP applications, in the order of general use,
NAT mapped address probe, peer discovery,
path check, port prediction, and relay first.
These technologies shall be presented in detail
later.
The remainder of this article is organized as
follows. We first describe mapping and filtering
rules of an NAT in detail, and then introduce
three NAT traversal protocols and discuss their
advantages and drawbacks. In the first half of
the following section, we describe the setup and
design of experiments and network topologies in
detail; in the second half, we analyze the experiment results, and discuss whether the NTTs we
observed influence the tests or not. Finally, we
summarize our findings and provide suggestions
for further research in the final section.

LITERATURE REVIEW
NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION
According to [10], a mapped-address is the external global IP address and port number allocated
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by an NAT for a connection attempt establishing
from an IN, while a filtering shows how the NAT
handles (or discards) packets sent by an EN trying to use an existing mapped-address. The rules
and classifications of mapped-address allocation,
also called mapping, and filtering are described
as follows [5]:
• Mapping: How an NAT allocates a mappedaddress to an IN’s outgoing connections:
–Independent: All requests from the same
internal IP address and port, to any destination IP address or port, are mapped to the
same external global IP address and port
(Fig. 1a.i).
–Address dependent: All requests from the
same internal IP address and port, to the
same destination IP address, are mapped to
the same external global IP address and
port (Fig. 1a.ii).
–Address and port dependent: All requests
from the same internal IP address and port,
to a specific destination IP address and port,
are mapped to a unique external IP address
and port (Fig. 1a.iii).
• Filtering: How an NAT handles an EN’s
ingoing packets to an existing mappedaddress:
–Independent: Any EN can send a packet to
the IN, by sending a packet to the mappedaddress (Fig. 1b.i).
–Address dependent: An EN (with an IP
address Addr EN) can send a packet to the
IN only if the IN had previously sent a
packet to the IP address AddrEN of the EN
(Fig. 1b.ii).
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Figure 2. Common NAT Traversal protocols for P2P applications: a) STUN; b) TURN; c) ICE.

–Address and port dependent: An EN can
send a packet, with a source IP address
Addr EN and a source port P EN , to the IN
only if the IN had previously sent a packet
to the IP address Addr EN and port P EN
(Fig. 1b.iii).
A hairpin translation (or called loopback
translation) is a technology defined in [2, 3]. The
definition of hairpin is as follows. Suppose that
two peers, IN1 and IN2, are behind the same
NAT and exchanging packets via the mapped
external addresses of each other. An NAT is
said to support hairpin if it can relay packets for
IN1 and IN2. Furthermore, not all contemporary
NATs support hairpin.

STUN, TURN, AND ICE
Many solutions have been proposed to solve P2P
NAT traversal problems. In this subsection we
introduce and compare three commonly used
protocols: STUN, TURN, and ICE.
STUN is a protocol that allows applications to
discover the presence and rules of NATs between
them and the public Internet. It also provides the
ability for applications to determine the external
global addresses allocated to them by NATs. For
example, an IN sends a request to the STUN
server and gets its external NAT mapping and filtering rules, and mapped-address from the
response of the STUN server as shown in Fig. 2a.
How the IN passes this information to ENs to
initiate connections and transmits data packets
depends on applications. STUN works with many
existing NATs, and does not require any special
behavior of them. As a result, it allows a wide
variety of applications to work with existing NAT
infrastructure. Moreover, STUN may help incoming packets to pass through NAT devices with
the independent filtering rule, but not through
NAT devices with the address (and port) dependent filtering rule [5–9]. This is because an EN
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can send a packet, with a source IP address
AddrEN (and a source port PEN), to the IN only
if the IN had previously sent a packet to the IP
address AddrEN (and port PEN).
TURN is a protocol that allows the host to
communicate with relays so that it can exchange
packets with its peers using relays and resolves the
NAT traversal problem which cannot be solved by
STUN. Furthermore, TURN differs from some
other relay control protocols in that it allows a
client to communicate with multiple peers using a
single relay address. As presented in Fig. 2b, an
IN behind an NAT must first send an allocation
request to a relay server to request a relay address,
which consists of an IP address and a port number. Once the relay server has allocated a relay
address for the IN, it will start forwarding all packets destined for the relay address to the IN. Therefore, other nodes that wish to send packets to the
IN can then use the relay address to communicate
with the IN through the relay server, and thus
resolve the traversal problem of NATs with the
address and port dependent filtering rule.
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
proposed ICE as a protocol for NAT traversal
for UDP-based media streams (although ICE
can be extended to handle other transport protocols, e.g., TCP) established by the offer/answer
model. As shown in Fig. 2c, a peer first acquires
its external NAT mapped address from a STUN
server, and a relay address from a TURN server.
Then it uses some out-of-band protocol such as
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) to notify the
other peer of its mapped and relay addresses.
The two peers then use ICE to do the connectivity check for each possible path. If the two peers
can establish a direct connection successfully, the
two peers will use this connection to transmit
their packets like message 2 of Fig. 2c. Otherwise, the two peers will exchange their packets
via the relay server as presented in message 3 of
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STUN

TURN

ICE

Main functions

Detect NAT’s mapping and filtering
rules, mapped-address

Support a relay

Do connectivity checks

Traverse NAT with the independent filtering rule

O

O

O

Traverse NATs with the address/address and
port dependent filtering rules

X

O

O

Required server

STUN server

TURN server

STUN and TURN server

Communication protocol

UDP/TCP

UDP/TCP

UDP/TCP

(O: Yes, support; X: No, nonsupport)

Table 1. Comparison on existing NAT traversal techniques.

Fig. 2c. Table 1 summarizes the main functions
of STUN, TURN and ICE, whether they have
abilities to traverse different kinds of NATs,
what service machines they need, and what protocols they could support.
In the real Internet, there are several types of
attacks possible in STUN, TURN, and ICE
deployments. For example, an attacker may
modify STUN, TURN, or ICE messages in transit; may observe STUN, TURN, or ICE requests,
and then immediately send a response, typically
an error response, to disrupt STUN, TURN, or
ICE processing; may compromise the DNS,
causing DNS queries to return a rogue STUN
and TURN server addresses; and so on. The
countermeasures of STUN, TURN, and ICE
include coworking with secure signaling techniques such as SIPS, using authentication and
encryption methods, limiting the resource to
abnormal processes, and so on. Because of limited space, more detail can be found in [5, 8, 9].
Technically, STUN provides NAT information
to help peers to establish direct connections, and
TURN relays packets to help two peers communicate with each other. In short, from a traverseNAT point of view, the success rate of TURN is
100 percent because even when both endpoints
are behind NATs with the address and port
dependent filtering rule, they can still communicate with each other through a TURN server.
However, using TURN servers may cause longer
delay, which would affect media quality and also
consume more bandwidth because the same
packets pass through the server twice. Therefore,
direct connections should be used if possible.
This is why ICE gives higher priority to a direct
connection. Accordingly, all experiments in this
article focus on the exploration of whether or not
peers behind NAT can connect to others directly.

EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND RESULTS
The network topology of today’s Internet is
extremely diversified, which may make NAT traversal problems more complicated. Will current NAT
traversal technologies not work because of network
environment changes? Could VoIP peers behind
different NAT devices use direct peer-to-peer connections? To understand the NTTs of VoIP applications and how the caller and callee, behind
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different NAT network topologies, establish communication using direct connections or relaying
through an external host, a series of experiments
have been designed. From the results, how the
caller and callee establish connections and the
direct connection rate (DCR) are summarized.2

EXPERIMENT ENVIRONMENT SETUP
In order to know how NAT devices affect VoIP
connections, eight representative NAT devices,
whose detailed information is shown in Table 2,
and five VoIP applications — Google Talk,
MSN, Skype, X-Lite, and Linphone — are chosen. 3 These five VoIP applications may not
directly use SIP, STUN, TURN, or ICE, but the
essences of the technologies they use are similar
to that of SIP, STUN, TURN, and ICE. Therefore, in the following paragraphs we use SIP,
STUN, TURN, and ICE to represent the respective technologies used by the five VoIP applications. Furthermore, on the official website, from
release notes and updated information of each
chosen VoIP application version, there are no
changes of NTTs, but changes in the user interface (UI) and codecs over the last revision.
To establish a more realistic Internet environment, in Fig. 3 we design three different kinds of
network topologies. In each network topology
there are two hosts (a caller and a callee) and a
SIP server. The two hosts execute the same VoIP
application to make a phone call. Moreover, two
hosts may be behind the same NAT as shown in
Fig. 3a, or behind different NATs as shown in
Figs. 3b and 3c. As for the SIP server and
STUN/TURN server, they are located in a public
IP domain to provide services like registration,
NAT mapped-address notification, and relay if
VoIP applications require. For example, all VoIP
applications have to register to the SIP server,
but do not use the TURN server to relay packets
when they can establish a direct connection.
However, in a network topology as shown
in Fig. 3c, if the uppermost layer of NAT does
not support hairpin translation, packets cannot
go directly from a lower-layer NAT through
this one to reach another lower-layer NAT.
This causes inability for the two peers to connect directly. Thus, in this kind of network
topology, to enable direct connections of VoIP
applications, an NAT that supports hairpin

2

When VoIP service providers construct their network topology, they can
refer to these results to
consider how many
STUN and TURN servers
are needed.
3

From the Software
Informer website,
http://software.informer.co
m, the top ten popular
VoIP software are MSN,
Skype, Yahoo! Messenger,
Windows Live Call,
Google Talk, Ventrilo, XLite, SmartVoip, Jumblo,
and Vbuzzer Messenger.
MSN, Skype, Google Talk,
and X-Lite are chosen
because they can execute
both on Windows and
Linux. To compare their
NTTs, Linphone, a simple
VoIP application, is chosen to be the control group.
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Brand

Model

Firmware

Mapping rule

Filtering rule

Hairpin

SMC

Smcwbr14-g2

V1.05

Independent

Independent

Yes

D-Link

Di-604

V3.14(tw)

Independent

Independent

Yes

Windows

lcs

Xp-sp2

Independent

Independent

No

Linksys

Befsr41

2.00.02

Independent

Address and port dependent

No

3Com

3crwer 100-75

1.2.0

Independent

Address and port dependent

No

Linux

iptables

1.3.5

Independent

Address and port dependent

No

Netgear

Pr614

V0.1.8_03.17

Address and port dependent

Address and port dependent

No

FreeBSD

Pf

6.2 release

Address and port dependent

Address and port dependent

No

Table 2. Required NAT devices in the experiments.
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Figure 3. a) Peers behind a common NAT router; b) peers behind different NAT routers; c) peers behind
multiple levels of NAT routers.
translation must be chosen for the uppermost
layer; otherwise, any packets sent on any direct
connection paths will be filtered and disregarded by the NAT device. After these eight
NAT devices are tested by the stund [2] program, it is discovered that only D-Link and
SMC NAT devices support hairpin translation.
Therefore, one of the two must be used as the
uppermost layer of NAT in this kind of network topology.
Because there are eight NAT devices, for any
VoIP applications, either eight,
⎛ 8 + 2 −1 ⎞
⎜
⎟ = 36,
⎝ 2
⎠
or
⎛ 8 + 2 −1 ⎞
⎜⎝ 2
⎟⎠ ∗ 2 = 72
NAT combination tests, shown in Figs. 3a, 3b,
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and 3c, respectively (i.e., totaling 116 tests), are
performed. During each test, all procedures and
packet flows are recorded for analysis. The steps
for each test are as follows:
Step 1. Two peers execute the same VoIP
application.
Step 2. In the application’s functional setup,
we enable all capabilities relevant to NAT
traversal in order to understand whether
this application can traverse a NAT device.
Furthermore, the IP addresses of the
STUN/TURN server are filled, if necessary.
For example, we can add the proxy information to MSN’s and Skype’s connection
setting field if needed.
Step 3. After registering to the SIP server,
two peers start to establish a call. The caller
dials, and the callee accepts this invitation
as soon as the signal is received. This call
keeps alive for 30 s.
Step 4. After 30 s, the caller not only ends
the call but also shuts down the application.
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(a)
Google Talk

MSN

Skype

X-Lite

Linphone

NAT mapped-address probe (STUN)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Peer discovery (ICE)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Path check (ICE)

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Port prediction

No

No

Yes

No

No

Relay first (TURN)

No

Yes

No

No

No

(b)
Google Talk

MSN

Skype

X-Lite

Linphone

Topology 1 (Fig. 2a)

8/8 (100%)

8/8 (100%)

8/8 (100%)

8/8 (100%)

2/8 (25%)

Topology 2 (Fig. 2b)

26/36 (72%)

0/36 (0%)

28/36 (78%)

23/36 (64%)

10/36 (28%)

Topology 3 (Fig. 2c)

0/72 (0%)

0/72 (0%)

0/72 (0%)

0/72 (0%)

0/72 (0%)

Table 3. Observed NTTs and DCR of 5 VoIP applications: a) observed NTTs of 5 VoIP applications; b) the DCR of 5 VoIP applications with different NAT combinations in three different network topologies.

Step 5. Two peers stop recording packet
flows and save to a separate pcap file.
In order to verify how two peers communicate with each other, we trace the pcap file to
understand the packet flows between two peers.
If two peers receive each other’s RTP packets
with the source IP address and port number
being the IP address and port number of each
other’s NAT device (i.e., NAT mapped-address),
this connection is direct. If not, this means that
packets are relayed by an external host.

EXPERIMENT RESULTS,
ANALYSIS, AND DISCUSSION
VoIP Application Behaviors — In this series
of experiments an NAT is seen as a black box.
From the record of packet flows, we observe
that each VoIP application has different NTTs
and also define five NTTs. In order of generality, the name and definition of five NTTs are as
follows:
1. NAT mapped-address probe [5, 6]: Before
making a connection, a client gets its NAT
mapped-address from a STUN server.
2. Peer discovery [3]: A caller/callee tests a
callee/caller to see if they are behind the
same NAT.
3. Path check: A series of tests are done to
confirm whether a direct or relay path exists
between two peers.
4. Port prediction [2]: When a caller/callee is
behind an NAT with an address and port
dependent mapping rule, a callee/caller
predicts and sends a test packet to a
mapped-address that this NAT may allocate
to the caller/callee. If the callee/caller can
receive the response of the test packet from
the caller/callee, it has predicted the NAT
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mapped-address correctly. Moreover, in
order to increase the probability of prediction, a VoIP peer (e.g., the callee/caller in
the above example) will send many packets
by increasing destination port. The reason
for increasing destination port linearly to
estimate the NAT mapped-address is that
an NAT with an address and port dependent mapping rule either linearly or randomly generates a mapped-address, and the
linear increase is straightforward to
approach the mapped-address.
5 Relay first: Before establishing a direct connection, two peers transmit data through a
relay. This reduces delay caused by discovering a direct connection.
Table 3a shows above five NTTs with the
order of general use for traversing the NAT and
the comparison of five VoIP applications. Table
3b presents the DCR of 5 VoIP applications
with different NAT combinations in three different network topologies. From Table 3a, we first
observe that all VoIP networks have an NTT
NAT mapped-address probe, which is provided
by STUN. This means a VoIP user get its NAT
mapped-address is basic for NAT traversal.
Although both peer discovery and path check
are provided by ICE, the former is popularly
used by most VoIP applications (i.e., only Linphone does not have it). On the other hand,
path check is implemented in Google Talk and
Skype. The reason for this phenomenon may be
that path check has higher latency than peer discovery. Finally, only Skype uses port prediction,
and MSN supports relay first, which is provided
by TURN. This may be because the probability
of guessing the correct mapped-address by port
prediction is very low and the company and corporation of the VoIP application needs to set up
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a TURN server or a relay server if using relay
first. In these five VoIP applications, Skype has
the most NTTs such that it may traverse the
most NAT devices.

applications behind
different NATs still
has room for
improvement.
In particular,
the open source
VoIP application,
compared with other
VoIP applications,
has a very poor DCR.

Most VoIP Applications can Traverse the
Same NAT Device under Topology 1 —
From Table 3b, we can see that under the first
network topology (Fig. 3a), Linphone’s DCR is
the lowest at 25 percent, while all the other
VoIP applications reach 100 percent. This is
because Linphone does not have peer discovery.
Accordingly, under the first network topology, a
Linphone peer cannot check whether other
peers are behind the same NAT as it is. Furthermore, the reason Linphone’s DCR is not zero is
that D-Link and SMC NATs support hairpin
translation.
Some VoIP Applications Can Traverse Certain NAT Devices under Topology 2 — From
Table 3b, we can see that under the second
topology (Fig. 3b), Skype’s DCR is the highest
of all VoIP applications at 78 percent, Google
Talk’s is the second highest at 72 percent, and
the lowest one is MSN at 0 percent. Skype
attains the limit of DCR in this topology
because, according to [11], it is impossible for
applications to establish a direct connection
when one peer is behind an NAT with address
and port dependent mapping and filtering rules,
and the other peer is behind an NAT with
address and port dependent filtering rules. On
the other hand, in other NAT combinations,
Skype should establish a direct connection easily.
Therefore, in this topology, the possible upper
bound is the DCR of Skype, 78 percent.
Furthermore, compared with Table 3a, we can
discover that Skype and Google Talk only differs
in port prediction, but this was enough to result in
a 6 percent difference in making direct connections. Therefore, we may derive that the ability
port prediction is helpful for traversing NAT
under topology 2. As for the ability to do an NAT
mapped-address probe, this may have become a
standard ability because all chosen VoIP applications have it. Finally, the DCR of MSN may have
been zero because MSN always uses relay to
transmit its packets except when two users are in
the same subnet. This causes MSN not to execute
another NTT under topology 2; however, under
topology 1, it executes peer discovery after it
directly receives packets from the other peer. This
is why MSN’s caller and callee establish a direct
connection behind the same NAT.
No VoIP Application Can Traverse Multilevel NAT Devices under Topology 3 —
From Table 3b, we can see that none of the abilities in Table 3a can help two peers establish a
direct connection with each otherunder topology
3 (Fig. 3c) even if the uppermost NAT supports
hairpin translation. From the record of packet
flows, we observe that the uppermost layer of
NAT cannot loopback packets in multilevel
NATs. We cannot know the realistic reason
since the NAT is seen as a black box. However,
we think the test flow of the stund program and
that of this experiment are different because the
former uses one peer to send packets from its
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one port to the NAT mapped-address created by
its other port behind an NAT, and the latter
uses two peers to establish a direct connection in
multilevel NATs. Therefore, the hairpin translation support result of the stund program may
not be suitable for this experiment.

CONCLUSIONS
NAT-COMPATIBLE VOIP APPLICATIONS?
In this article a series of experiments are conducted on five VoIP applications to test their
NTTs under 116 combinations of eight NAT
devices and three network topologies. From
experiment results, we observe that:
• When two peers are behind the same NAT
device, most VoIP applications can let peers
connect to each other directly.
• When two peers are behind different NAT
devices, only some VoIP applications in
combination with certain NAT devices
could make a direct connection.
• When two peers are behind two layers (or
multiple layers) of NAT devices, none of
the VoIP applications can pass through
NATs to establish a direct connection.
Thus, we may say that the DCR of current
VoIP applications behind different NATs still
has room for improvement. In particular, the
open source VoIP application, compared with
other VoIP applications, has a very poor DCR.

OBSERVED VOIP APPLICATION BEHAVIORS
From the experiment results, we observe that
VoIP applications could have five NTTs. In the
order of generality, they are NAT mappedaddress probe, peer discovery, path check, port
prediction, and relay first.
NAT mapped-address probe helps a VoIP
user get the mapped-address and thus solves
many direct connection problems in a network
topology with an NAT with independent mapping rule such that it is basic to the NAT traversal techniques. Peer discovery may reduce the
time it takes for VoIP applications to establish
direct connections behind the same NAT device
so many VoIP applications implement it. Path
check and port prediction increase the DCR
because they help peers to find a direct connection behind different NATs. This is because path
check does a series of tests to confirm whether a
direct or relay path exists between two peers and
port prediction can estimate changes in mapped
addresses caused by NATs with address and port
dependent mapping rule. Relay first reduces
delay caused by discovering a direct connection.
However, path check may have higher latency,
the probability of guessing the correct mapped
address by port prediction is very low, and relay
first needs to set up a TURN server or a relay
server. Therefore, these three NTTs are rarely
implemented in VoIP applications.

RELATIONS BETWEEN THREE NAT TRAVERSAL
PROTOCOLS AND VOIP APPLICATIONS
STUN has NAT mapped-address probe ability,
and TURN can provide relay first ability. ICE not
only has peer discovery and path check abilities,
but also makes use of both STUN and TURN.
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From the experiment results, we observe that
STUN is implemented in all VoIP applications,
TURN is only used by MSN, the peer discovery
of ICE is not developed in Linphone only, and
the path check of ICE is embedded into Google
Talk and Skype. Besides, Skype has its own port
prediction technology. Consequently, Skype has
the highest DCR among five VoIP applications.

SUGGESTED EVOLUTION OF NATS
In network topologies like Figs. 2b and 2c, Skype
peers still cannot establish a direct connection
when one peer is behind an NAT with address
and port dependent mapping and filtering rules,
and the other peer is behind an NAT with
address and port dependent filtering rules, or
both peers are behind multilevel NATs. This is
because there is no satisfactory resolution for
VoIP applications to establish a direct connection. In other words, the current existing NTTs
cannot traverse these NAT combinations.
Accordingly, the possible upper bound of DCR
is the DCR of Skype, and there is no space to
enhance NTTs if we cannot change the NAT
infrastructures. On the other hand, we suggest
more NAT infrastructure using independent
mapping rules, making VoIP more NAT-compatible if the NAT infrastructure can be varied.
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